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ABSTRACT

Decay channels of hot systems formed in Ar +Au and Ar +Th reactions
have been investigated by measuring the associated neutron multipli-
city with a 4ff liquid scintillator detector. The presented results show
that, in contrast with the conclusion of the folding angle method,
fission remains very probable as a deexcitation channel for hot systems
even at 44 MeV/u, but its cross section decreases when the bombarding
energy increases from 32 MeV/u to 44 MeV/u. On the opposite, the heavy
residue production increases in this incident energy domain. The
average IMF multiplicity per central collision is shown to be large,
minimum values of 1.0 and 1.2 have been found for E1 nc =44 and
77 MeV/u respectively. The possible link between the previously
observed saturation in the thermal energy deposited in the system and
the increasing probability for this system to avoid fissionning for
increasing bombarding energies is discussed. A possible explanation
could be found in an important non equilibrium emission of light
particles or IMFs.
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I. Introduction

At low bombarding energies, the formation and decay of the compound

nucleus are well understood. The time scales governing these two

processes are very different and the compound nucleus can reach a

complete equilibrium before its decay. The latter is then completely

determined by phase space arguments. At intermediate energies, the

situation is different: the time scales of formation and decay become

comparable, emissions of light particles are not always due to

statistical evaporation, the nature of the formed excited nucleus is no

more unique... New deexcitation channels, as emission of intermediate

mass fragments (IMF), become possible. In view of such an important

number of entrance and exit channels, it is no more easy to get global

experimental information on hot nuclei. The neutron multiplicity

measurement, as performed with a 4ir liquid detector, represents one of

the simplest way allowing to follow the evolution of the most dis-

sipative collisions when modifying the entrance channel parameters. For

heavy system, this quantity reflects the heat deposited in the

reaction. Whatever the exit channel, the total excitation energy is

mainly evacuated by neutron emission because of the large N/Z ratio of

the products. Thus, interesting information can already be gained by

measuring the neutron multiplicity in the single mode (Guerreau, Gal in,

Jahnke), when triggering the neutron counting on -y rays produced in

any nuclear reaction. In figure 1, the inclusive neutron distributions,

corrected for detector efficiency, are shown for different bombarding

energies. These spectra allow to determine, after proper normalization,
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the total reaction cross section and the fraction of highly dissipative

collisions, corresponding to the large multiplicity bump. An important

information can be obtained by comparing these multiplicity

distributions : no sizeable shift is observed in the location of the

high multiplicity bump between 27 and 77 MeV/u. A detailed study has

led to the conclusion that a saturation in the thermal energy deposited

in the hotest nuclei formed in the Ar + Au and Ar + Th reactions was

reached in this energy range (Jiang).This was done by measuring the

neutrons in coincidence with the light charged particles (I.e.p.)

detected at a very backward angle (160°). The evaporation of the

charged particles is known to become significant for very dissipative

collisions only (Jacquet). The conclusion that a saturation of the

excitation energy is reached when increasing the bombarding energy, was

based on three facts:

- there is only a slight increase of the mean neutron multiplicity

associated to the I.e.p. detected at 160° between 27 and 77 MeV/u;

- the same trend is observed when considering the mean multiplicity of

these I.e.p. per central collision;

- the IMFs yield remains low on the average in all this energy domain.

These features are represented in figure 2. The saturation value of the

excitation energy was estimated to be around 650 MeV for both Au and Th

targets. It is important to keep in mind that this result has been

obtained without any selection on a particular exit channel. The

knowledge of the yield of the different decay paths followed by the hot

nucleus is however essential to better characterize the mechanism

responsible of the limitation of the deposited heat. In this report,
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we present results concerning the fission channel and the heavy

residues production at 44 MeV/u for the Ar+Au and Ar+Th systems, i.e.

for two targets of different fissility. Afterwards, features of IHFs

for the system Ar+Au will be compared at two energies, 44 and 77 MeV/u.

For all these results, the associated neutron multiplicity has allowed

to select those fragments emitted in the most dissipative collisions.

II. Experimental set up

The reported experiment was performed at the GANIL facility at Caen.

The neutron multiplicity measurement was done using the 0 1.4m

spherical detector of HMI Berlin, filled with 1500 1 of Gd loaded

liquid scintillator (Fig.3). The principle of such a 4jr neutron

detector (Jahnkea), Fréhaut) is known for more than 30 years and has

been intensively used for several years in studies of heavy ion induced

reactions. Neutrons are first slowed down to thermal energy by multiple

scattering on H and C nuclei of the solvent. They are afterwards

absorbed by the Gd nuclei. This element presents an enormous radiative

capture cross section for such neutrons (aca ture > 10
5b). The gamma

rays are registered by 24 multipliers surrounding the detector tank.

The time distribution of the capture reaction Gd(n,-y) is spread over

several tens of /is. Thus, it is necessary to use a pulsed beam (period

= 50/is) and to limit the reaction rate to less than 3% per pulse in

order to avoid double counting. The detection efficiency is strongly

dependent on the kinetic energy of the neutron: it is about 85% for

neutrons emitted by a Cf source (Ek1n = 2 MeV) and decreases rapidly
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above 10 MeV. Neutrons emitted by a slow recoiling nucleus in sta-

tistical equilibrium are thus detected with a much better efficiency

than those due to preequilibrium emission or those evaporated by fast

fragments. To first order, the measured neutrons can all be considered

as evaporated by a slow moving source, the fused system or target-like

fragments.

The tank surrounded a (3 40cm spherical reaction chamber, housing a

bunch of silicon detectors (Fig.4). These were divided in two groups:

- 5 multi-member telescopes with very low energy thresholds,

principally dedicated to the measurements of light fragments. One of

them was placed in the exit beam pipe, allowing detection very close to

the beam direction (3.7° at 44 MeV/u and 2.7° at 77 MeV/u). The four

other ones were positionnned at 20, 40, 60 and 160°.

- 10 detectors for heavy fragments (A>40). Their positions reported in

figure 4, were chosen in order to get a complete angular distribution.

A time of flight measurement allowed a crude determination of the

fragment mass. The start signal was taken from the RF signal and the

stop from the detector.

III. Fission channel

The fission channel is known to be dominant for heavy compound

nuclei at low bombarding energy. At 27 MeV/u, for Ar+Th (Jahnkeb'), two

well-defined bumps are present in the folding angle distribution

between two coincident fission fragments. One of the bumps corresponds

to fission of a fused system following large linear momentum transfer
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(small folding angle), and the other one to sequential fission of the

target-like fragment (TLF) (folding angle close to 180"). As observed

by several authors (Conjaud, Jahnkeb)), the bump corresponding to high

momentum transfer decreases progressively with increasing bombarding

energy and vanishes almost completely at 44 MeV/u (Fig.5). This has

been interpreted as the impossibility to transfer large momenta at high

bombarding energy (Conjaud). Looking at the inclusive neutron

distribution leads however to an opposite conclusion: very dissipative

collisions, i.e. associated to large neutron multiplicities, represent

a rather constant fraction (about 50%) of the total reaction cross

section, whatever the bombarding energy (Fig.5). Following the neutron

data and after proper normalization, the values of central collisions

cross sections reported in Table 1 were obtained. It has been checked

that the total cross section thus obtained was consistent with its

thtr»etical expectation, at least at 44 MeV/u (at 77 MeV/u, the

presence of a light contaminent prevented to extract this quantity).

Does the disappearance of the bump in the folding angle distribution

mean that fission is no more a significant deexcitation channel for the

hotest nuclei, or does it mean that fission has been missed when

kinematical constraints habe been put on the detection of the frag-

ments ? The detection of the fragments in a plane containing the beam

direction, as done before (Conjaud, Jahnkeb)),is an important

constraint which can be easily by-passed with the present experimental

set-up. One can detect a single fragment, using the neutron

multiplicity to ascertain the energy dissipation.
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An example of fragment identification obtained with the TOF

spectrometers is presented in figure 6. Three different components are

clearly visible in this figure:

- the intermediate mass fragments (A < 40),

- the fission-like fragments (1/3 Atarget < A < 2/3 Atarget),

- lastly, a group of very heavy (A > 2/3 At et) and slow fragments

refered to as residues in the following.

This last component and the INFs one will be discussed in section

IV and V respectively.

The mean observed masses for fission-like fragments are

approximately 90 and 105 for Au and Th targets respectively and are

thus compatible with those detected in a coincidence experiment

(Pollaco). Coincident neutron multiplicity distributions are displayed

in figure 7 for both targets at different angles. For the Th target,

two contributions can be distinguished: a low multiplicity component

corresponds to sequential fission of the TLF; high multiplicity

component is associated to the decay of hot nuclei. Only the first

component seems to be substantially detected using the folding angle

method at this energy. The relative importance of the two components is

very angle-dependent. This is due to a kinematical effect: the high

neutron multiplicity events corresponding to larger momentum transfer

are forward focused, whereas sequential fission of TLF's is more

isotropically distributed. For the Ar + Au system, the large mul-

tiplicity component is dominant as expected since Au-like nuclei have

large fission barriers. These results show that even at 44 MeV/u,

fission remains a highly probable deexcitation process for hot nuclei.
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Angular distributions of the fragments with different filters on the

neutron multiplicity are presented in figure 8. For the least violent

collisions, the angular distribution is symmetric with respect to 90*

in the laboratory frame, indicating that the fragments are emitted in a

frame close to rest. The distributions are more forward peaked when the

associated neutron multiplicity increases. As said before, this

focusing effect can be explained by an increasing recoil velocity of

the fissioning nuclei. By integrating the angular distribution,

imposing a condition on the neutron multiplicity in the case of Th

(Mn > 18), in order to select the most dissipative collisions, values

of fission cross sections of 1.0 b and 1.8 b are obtained, for Au and

Th respectively. For the Ar + Au system at 44 MeV/u, Loveland et al.

(Loveland) in radiochemical measurements found 1.15 b for fission-like

fragments,a value in good agreement with ours (and 1.77b at 32MeV/u).

At 44 HeV/u, the obtained values represent therefore a significant part

(1/3 to 1/2) of the highly dissipative reaction cross sections. This

clearly contradicts the conclusions derived from the folding angle

measurements of Conjaud (367 mb). The origin of the discrepancy is not

fully understood. The integration procedure is straighforward in the

present case whereas in the folding angle technique it requires seve-

ral assumption on non measured quantities (out of plane distribution

and in plane angular distributions).



IV. Heavy residues.

The heavy residues component has already been observed for these

systems by Love!and et al. (Love!and) using radiochemical techniques,

and by Bizard et al. (Bizard) with TOF methods. The mean observed

masses are 145 ± 30 for Th and 140 ± 30 for Au. This latter value is

consistent with those obtained by Loveland et al. at the same energy.

What could be the origin of these nuclei? As before, the measurement of

the coincident neutrons give information on the violence of the

reactions producing them. The neutron distribution are shown in

figure 9, for different detection angles and the two considered

systems. It can be seen that the detected residues are created in very

dissipative collisions only. The mean detected neutron number is about

23 for Au and 27 for Th (26 and 33, after correction of the detector

efficiency). These values are very similar to those obtained in

coincidence with fission fragments associated to the largest momentum

transfer, and thus preferentially detected in the forward direction.

The angular distribution of the residues is forward peaked, and

becomes broader for more dissipative collisions (higher Mn). By inte-

grating over the whole solid angle, we obtain 1.0 and 0.6 b for the

detected residues cross sections, for Au and Th respectively. It must

be emphasized that these values are underestimated due to important

energy thresholds for such heavy nuclei. By adding these values to the

fission cross sections, we obtain 2.0 and 2.4 b for Au and Th

respectively. These results have to be compared to 2.6 and 2.9 b for

the cross sections of reactions with similar neutron multiplicities as



obtained In single measurements at this bombarding energy, as given in

Table I. This implies that fission and heavy residues production

exhaust most of the highly dissipative cross sections. It can be

concluded that an other desexcitation channel of hot nuclei, for

example multifragmentation, is not very probable at this energy.

Loveland et al. found that the cross section of these residues

increases with the bombarding energy. Correlatively, the fission cross

section decreases. Different hypothesis have been put forward in order

to explain the origin of the residues. One possibility is that these

nuclei are TLFs, having undergone deep inelastic collisions. They

could also be explained as being residues of incomplete fusion

reactions. In both cases, the emission of IMFs and of preequilibrium

particles, which are known to increase with the bombarding energy,

would deplete the mass of the hot nucleus and thus raise its fission

barrier. Then, this nucleus could avoid fission. Complementary studies

are still necessary in order to better understand how such a very heavy

and excited (E* > 500 MeV) system can avoid fission. The recent

opportunity to dispose of very heavy beams at GANIL will surely lead to

substantial progress in this domain. An example taken from a very

recent experiment is given in Fig. 10, representing an identification

map of a telescope positionned at 6°, for the reaction Pb + Au at 29

MeV/u. Between the group of elastic and quasi-elastic scattered

projectiles on the one hand and that of fission fragments on the other

hand, nuclei very reminiscent of deep inelastic collision products are

visible. The Tatters are very excited. The question of their survival

to fission may be correlated to the existence of residues in the Ar-

induced reactions.
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V. INTERMEDIATE HASS FRAGMENTS

IMFs have already been extensively studied by different groups for

similar systems, but their origin is far from being completely

understood. General features of IMFs and information given by the

coincident neutron multiplicity will be presented successively.

The contour plots of the yields of the fragments detected at 3.7*

at 44 MeV/u is shown in figure 11. At this very forward angle, a

projectilp like component shows up with the most probable velocity

close to the beam one. Beside this component, the group of IMFs

associated to much lower kinetic energies appears as a tail. At 20° and

above, only this last component subsists. Atomic numbers up to 20 were

detected at 20°. IMF energy spectra look essentially Maxwellian but at

3.7* where a projectile like component is clearly visible. They are

almost superimposable for the two bombarding energies (44 and 77

MeV/u). Studying the angular distributions leads to the conclusion that

most of the IMFs result from a non equilibrated emission, as observed

by Fatyga et al. (Fatyga).

In figure 12, the mean value of the neutron multiplicity is

plotted as a function of the Z number and the energy of the fragment

for 6 = 3.7'. The multiplicity corresponding to the projectile like

fragments is increasing when the detected atomic number deviates from

the projectile one. On the opposite, the multiplicity associated to

IMFs is roughly constant and very large. Figure 13 displays a similar

contour plot for a detection angle of 20°. The multiplicity is large

and almost independent on the atomic number and the kinetic energy of
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the fragment. Moreover, this multiplicity remains essentially constant

at still larger detection angles (Fig. 14). This implies that, at least

on the average, detecting an IMF does not allow to select hotter

systems than with other triggers (as I.e.p. at backward angles or

fission fragments), in contrast with previous investigations (Fatyga,

Volant). The average multiplicités are just differing by 3 units when

increasing the energy from 44 to 77 MeV/u.

By integrating over angle and atomic numbers, we get IMF cross

sections of 2.5 b and 2.7 b at 44 and 77 MeV/u respectively. Dividing

by the highly dissipative collisions values of cross sections, as

reported in Table I, we get average IMF multiplicities of 1.0 and 1.2

for the two bombarding energies. These values show that the IMF

emission is very probable. For the same system, Trockel et al.

(Trockel) found aIHF = 1.7 b at 30 MeV/u, corresponding to an average

multiplicity of 0.7 by applying the same method as before. So the mean

IMF multiplicity slowly increases with the bombarding energy.

VI. Conclusion

By studying the exit channels of hot systems formed in Ar + Au

and Ar + Th reactions, it has been shown that these systems decay

almost completely either by a process similar to conventional fission

or by particle emission giving rise to heavy residues. The probability

for the hot system to survive fission increases with bombarding energy,

at least up to 44 MeV/u. How can this feature be related to the

observed saturation of the thermal energy deposited in the system? The
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common origin of both effects could be a shower of preequilibrium

particles, carrying away an increasing part of the available energy and

leading to a decrease in the fissility of the system. The increasing

emission of one or more IMFs, which have also mostly a non equilibrium

origin, could also play an important role in by-passing the fission

channel by decreasing the mass of the system and taking away angular

momentum. The knowledge of the IMF multiplicities associated to heavy

residues and fission fragments would thus be very useful to make

substantial progress in this field. A more exclusive detection of

charged particles associated with the 4n neutron detector would also be

most helpful to carry out such a study. Theoretical calculations are

needed to understand these two different and possibly correlated

aspects of Ar induced reactions with heavy targets, the saturation of

the thermal energy deposited in the system and the increasing

probability of the intermediate nucleus to survive fission when the

incident energy increases.
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Figure 1. Inclusive neutron distributions, after efficiency correction,
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Figure 3. Schematic view of the experimental set up.
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Figure 4. Detectors plan
10 Silicon detectors were dedicated to the detection of heavy fragments.
5 telescopes were used for the IMF measurement. One of them was placed

in a conic tube allowing the detection close to beam direction.
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Table I : Highly dissipative collisions cross sections (in barn)
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Figure 11. Contour plots of
the yield of the projectile
like fragments as a function
of their atomic number and
kinetic energy.
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